Happiness

Michael Leunig

Troy Emery The Beast 2013

The playful (mis)spelling in the title of this
show is a joyful nod to a moment in the
2006 film version of Chris Gardner’s memoir
The Pursuit of Happyness, when Will Smith’s
character worries over the same misspelling
in the entranceway motto of his son’s day-care
centre. It represents, as the film does,
the state of imperfection in which we might
live, while still chasing what we believe
to be an ideal happiness.
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The misspelling, in fact, has a precedent in Lemuel
Haynes’ 1776 essay ‘Liberty Further Extended’,
where the influential African-American religious
leader argued against slavery and inaccurately
quoted the ‘unalienable rights’ from the United
States Declaration of Independence as ‘Life, Liberty,
and the pursuit of Happyness’.1
Before we started, we knew that this exhibition must
be much more than the word, prima facie, suggests.
Whilst we wanted it to be a celebration of the
various ways in which the humour and enchantment
conventionally associated with happiness might
become manifest, we also wanted to capture the often
fleeting, confusing and ambiguous nature of the
emotion. After all, as Michael Leunig has said, real
happiness does not necessarily look happy…it might
be a slightly battered happiness, but nevertheless
richer for it.2
Happiness could begin with a spontaneous belly laugh
at Troy Emery’s ‘fake taxidermy’ sculptures. Resembling
something between cuddly toys and exotic species,
The Beast, Woof Woof and Friend are irresistibly
entertaining. At the same time, the artist is posing
a question about our relationship with other living
creatures and the tendency to see them as decorative
objects. Similarly, Maryann Talia Pau’s wonderfully
festive installation is much more than it seems. The
artist invites visitors to participate in a celebration of

making, community and (it could be said) Christmas,
contributing stars to an evolving large-scale work.
These stars, however, have an even greater purpose.
As part of an ongoing six-year project – culminating in
2018 with the significant 1 Million Stars to End Violence
installation – these stars become powerful symbols,
advocating love. ‘The star is an important symbol
for me as an artist, weaver and woman of the Pacific,’
says Talia Pau, ‘because it reminds me of our ancestors
and their courage and innovation to navigate the
oceans using the light of the stars.’ 3

in the work of Michael Leunig. ‘Life, happiness and
unhappiness,’ he has observed, ‘turn on small points.’4
Decades of musings on the subject have earned
Leunig the formal title of National Living Treasure.
Fittingly, in this exhibition both his drawings
and gentle observations in the video presentation
Short notes from the long history of happiness engage
us with his bittersweet philosophies on love and life.
Video works feature strongly in happyness. As a tribute
to her Chinese-Malaysian grandmother’s elegant practice
of wrapping objects for safekeeping, Rowena Foong’s
a year with my grandmother witnesses the tender joy of
cross-generational togetherness and the nature of family.
According to the artist, through the simple and repetitive
act of wrapping daily calendar sheets over 1 cent coins,
‘here was this moment that we were spending together…
taking the past, making the present, counting the future
– all at once’. 5

At the edges of the ocean in Australia, summer
represents for many a love of the water that is
universally understood. Beachside picnics, noisy
frolicking in the breaking waves with friends and
family, or the quiet lapping of a rock pool are
all balms to the stresses of life. Martine Emdur’s
monumental paintings are one manifestation of
that happiness. After Hours II and Stealing Joy are a
complementary pairing of dark and light, evoking
both the sensual abandonment to the glorious feeling
of water on skin and a more poignant, personal
narrative. One of the swimmers in Stealing Joy is a
friend of the artist, and the moment represents an
elated triumphal release of inhibitions on the day
before the friend’s invasive surgery.

An immense view of the world is contained within
Justy Phillips’ three video works, despite the relative
simplicity of their form. Particularly when viewed
in light of the artist’s rationale, they remind us of our
ultimate humanity and the need to remain viscerally
aware of each and every moment. Is genuine
connection the greatest happiness we can achieve?

This idea that happiness lives not only in the mind
but also in the body is expressed over and again

Berlin-based Candice Breitz is acclaimed for her multiscreen video installations exploring notions

of celebrity, fandom and stereotypes. Using the visual
conventions of popular culture, and often appropriating
directly from films, she tells big stories about human
nature. In The Character, Breitz presents a series
of sequential monologues featuring Mumbaikar
schoolchildren reflecting on the role of a child character
in an undisclosed popular movie they have recently
viewed. Through the artist’s canny editing, the resulting
composite portrait of the child that emerges is both
moving and life affirming. ‘The children discuss their
dreams and priorities in relation to those of the fictional
children, their philosophies regarding persevering in life
against all odds, and the importance of happy endings.’ 6
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tactility of making. Her installation of plants
in lovingly handcrafted ceramic vessels is a reminder
that what we might see as modest or insignificant
actually contains powerful meaning and connection
– it is all ultimately mediated by our personal view
of the world.

Ji Lee takes us to the streets of New York. Former creative
director at Google and currently a creative strategist
with Instagram and Facebook, he is famous for his astute
design sensibilities, and for the personal projects that
power his creative life. Clownify Stickers is one such
project: here he hijacks ubiquitous city advertising to
(graphically) send in the clowns. The banal becomes
something new – and funny! – introducing light-hearted
humour to otherwise predictable big-city excursions.

Like Leunig, Nell often finds a complex humour in
the most everyday of things. Her One Happy Cloud
rug and chrome-plated poo sculpture, everyday
happiness, are perfect examples: ‘I like putting smiley
faces on things that you wouldn’t at first associate
with happiness, like a storm cloud, a gravestone or
a poo because you can no longer read the object
as negative or sad – the smile is always stronger!’ 7
Nell’s distinctive practice defies definition but is
clearly fascinated with the relationship of opposites:
attraction and repulsion, life and death, small-town
culture and cosmopolitanism, independence and
interdependence. At the service of her legendary
passion are a cluster of signature motifs (like
the smiley face) and a bold range of materials –
from bricks to bronze, sequins to wool.

Liane Rossler, at one point best known as a creative
force in Dinosaur Designs, is now involved in
myriad important and energetic projects through her
Superlocalstudio. She encourages us to think about our
troubled relationship with the planet and respond with
positive action. In Sweet Nature, Rossler embraces the

The modest materials with which TextaQueen
identifies are both medium and subject in Self Portrait
in Texta Rainbow. While laced with the darkness of
self-reflection, this large-scale drawing depicts the
artist as assertive and proud within a richly coloured
elaborate frame formed by her tools. When combined

with her hallmark wit, this strength is something
we celebrate alongside her. Icon-like, she becomes
something of a hero.
Throughout the exhibition development process
for happyness, we were conscious of the compelling
stories conjured by the titles of the works. With
great economy, Darren Sylvester’s sharp, saturated
photograph of three laughing teenage girls – all braces
and braids, seated at a table laden with the detritus of
fast food and soft drink – calls up issues that confront,
preoccupy and dishearten us in the daily news.
It seems appropriate, therefore, to conclude with this
particular work’s title since it sums up much of the
spirit with which happyness was conceived:
If all we have is each other then that’s OK.
:)
Stephen Goddard and Meryl Ryan
Exhibition co-curators
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